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DINO-EXPLORERS! Do you like dinosaurs? Do you know what they liked to eat and how
they lived? In this preschool camp, you’ll become a dinosaur expert
and go on a dinosaur hunt! You’ll dig for dinosaurs, study
their bones, and learn about their food and the places
they lived. You’ll see just how the different dinosaurs,
big and small, used their bodies to survive in a
prehistoric world! When we’re done, you’ll know
so much about your favorite dinosaur that you
might actually FEEL like a dinosaur!

Learn about ight, aerodynamics, and the mysteries of the galaxy.
Experiment with ying machines, wind tunnels, and hovercrafts.
Build your own model rocket and many other ying machines!
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SHORT CIRCUITS - Ages 6-7
Learn robot fundamentals and experiment with robot sensors and robot
types. Build your OWN robot to take home!
(There is an additional $20 robot material fee at some partner locations).

LITTLE GREEN THUMBS - Preschool Camp - Ages 4-5
Learn about the amazing things that happen in the garden!
Learn how plants, fruits and vegetables start from seeds,
what they need to grow and survive, and how bugs
and butteries help your garden grow.

Be the science expert by experimenting with chemical reactions, the
physics of motions, machines, photography and movie-making.
Impress your friends with your science stardom!

We’ve partnered with NASA to help young
astronauts explore the galaxies and experience
what it takes to travel and survive in space!

Immerse yourself in a chemistry lab. Learn how to use real
lab equipment and perform cool experiments that will
amaze you and your friends!

Use the techniques of the greatest inventors to break through
a series of modern day challenges. Construct catapults
and forts, design underwater vehicles, build a miniampliﬁer, and assemble a working light saber!

RADICAL ROBOTS - Ages 8-12
8
Dive deeper into the robot world. Experiment with a variety of robots and
build a more advanced robot to take home!
(There is an additional $30 robot material fee at some partner locations).

CASTAWAY! - Ages 6-12
An Ecological Adventure - You’re stranded on a desert island...
Now what?! Work together using the supplies you have
to survive until you are rescued. Create shelters, use water
ﬁltration systems, and study the island’s animals.
Learn how to harness the sun’s energy to create
solar cookers, communicate without technology,
and work as a team! Campers will build daily
projects to survive and escape the island. Don't forget
your new duct tape ip ops on your journey back
home!

Sneak into the secret world of spies! Learn about and
perform experiments with cool spy equipment and clever
spy techniques.
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Mad Science of Sacramento Valley 916-779-0390
Sacramento.MadScience.Org info@SacMadScience.com
Delivering Camps, Birthday Parties, After-School Programs,
Workshops, and Special Events to Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado,
Solano, Amador, San Joaquin, Sutter, and Yolo Counties!
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